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Glossary of Terms

Agreement – a consumer loan agreement.
CCU – Civil Code of Ukraine.
Consumer Confidence Index is determined based on a random survey of households. The
survey includes questions aimed at respondents’ assessment of their current wellbeing and
expectations, as well as the current condition and expectations of the economy development.
Index values are calculated based on five components; therefore, negative answers are subtracted
from the positive ones and the value of 100 is added to the difference in order to avoid negative
values.
Consumer Protection Law – the Law of Ukraine on Consumer Protection.
Financial Services Law – the Law of Ukraine on Financial Services and State Regulation of
Financial Services Markets.
FSR – National Commission for State Regulation in the Area of Financial Services Markets.
GDP – Gross Domestic Product.
IFC – International Financial Corporation.
Index of Propensity to Use Bank Lending Products is calculated similarly to the consumer
confidence index based on answer to the question of whether this is a good or bad time to take out
a bank loan (calculated as a percentage of positive answers minus a percentage of negative
answers plus 100 to avoid negative values).
Index of Propensity to Consume – a component of the consumer confidence index (see
definition) that is based on assessments by respondents concerning the advisability to make big
purchases.
Law on Consumer Lending – the Law of Ukraine on Consumer Lending.
Mystery shopping (Mystery shopping visits) – a marketing research method that consists in
visiting a point of sale (in this case – branches of financial institutions) with a certain cover story (in
this case – posing as a borrower who wants to take out a loan) for the purpose of evaluating the
quality of consultation against the specified parameters/standards.
NBU – National Bank of Ukraine.
NBU Resolution 168 – NBU Management Board Resolution 168 of May 10, 2007 on Approval of
the Rules of Providing Information by Ukrainian Banks to Consumers on Lending Terms and the
Total Cost of a Loan.
NBFIs – non-bank financial institutions.
Real Salary Index – reflects a salary growth rate in relation to the inflation rate and is calculated
as the index of net accrued nominal salary divided by the consumer price index.
State Consumer Service – State Service of Ukraine on Food Safety and Consumer Protection.
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Introduction
One of the focal points of the USAID Financial
Sector Transformation Project (USAID/FST) is
consumer lending and consumer protection.
The consumer segment of the financial market
in Ukraine has been largely ignored over the
past 25 years. The emphasis was on corporate
loans, which were all too frequently insider and
affiliated party lending rather than bona fide
loans to businesses. Today, consumer loans
represent about 17% of the total credit portfolio
of financial institutions in Ukraine. By
comparison, in Poland at the end of December
2014, household loans were 59% of total
loans. Further, in Poland corporate loans as a
percentage
of
total
loans
decreased
systematically from 84.2% in December 1996
to 41% in December 2014. Ukraine needs to
make a similar transition as it recovers from its
second financial crisis in less than ten years.

about dealings with banks are common.
Finally, there is no accepted, neutral,
inexpensive arbitration system to resolve
disputes between a financial institution and a
borrower.
Attitudes and practices need to be changed on
both the lender and borrower sides. This will
take time. The passage of the Law on
Consumer Lending (passed by the Parliament
on November 15, 2016 and entered into force
on June 10, 2017) is an important first step in
addressing problems in this credit market. By
setting new standards of information disclosure
and reining in deceptive practices, it has the
potential to alter fundamentally relations
between consumers and financial institutions.
There is a wise saying in business that what
gets measured gets done. Too often the
Achilles heel of legislation in Ukraine is a lack
of enforcement. Accordingly, the USAID/FST
project decided to monitor the implementation
of the Law on Consumer Lending, beginning
with a survey of the “AS IS” state of consumer
lending prior to the effective date of the Law.

Developing a robust consumer lending market
in Ukraine is a significant challenge. In part this
is because the low level of per capita income in
Ukraine ($2,186 in 2016 compared to $4,030 in
2013 before the political/financial crisis) limits
the pool of potential consumer borrowers.
Moreover, opinion polls have consistently
shown that the average Ukrainian is both low
on
the
financial
literacy
scale
and
unaccustomed to borrowing and credit. 73% of
Ukrainians state that a loan should be taken
out only in an emergency or “should not be
taken out under any conditions.” Exacerbating
this trend is a distrust of financial institutions in
general, and commercial banks in particular.
Clearly, engrained customs and attitudes on
the part of Ukrainian borrowers will have to be
transformed.

The survey, conducted by the GfK Ukraine
research firm, consists of three waves. The first
wave was carried out prior to June 20, 2017.
The second wave will be carried out in
December 2017, and the third wave in June
2018. Each wave of the survey includes the
following parts: desk research on advertising
and loan agreements; Mystery Shopping
(actual visits to financial institutions by trained
researchers posing as borrowers); and a
quantitative opinion poll on effectiveness of
dispute resolution channels for consumers of
all financial services. The methodologies for
the different aspects of the study are provided
in an annex to this report.

On the lender side, banks and NBFIs also face
several hurdles. Ukrainian financial institutions
have generally not emphasized consumer
lending and are unfamiliar with the strategies
and practices necessary to develop this
market. There is also a perception among
lenders that borrowers will not repay their
debts, leading to onerous legal clauses in loan
agreements and high risk premiums disguised
as fees or high interest rates. Indeed, the
consumer market segment in Ukraine is replete
with deceptive advertising, unfair lending
practices, and one-sided loan terms and
conditions. Complaints and cautionary tales

The results of the first survey on existing
practices in the consumer lending market are
presented below. The second and the third
waves of the survey will focus on assessing the
compliance of financial institutions with the
provisions of the new Law on Consumer
Lending and measuring its effect on financial
services
advertising
and
information
disclosure, as well as on the behavior of
financial institutions and financial consumers.
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1

Summary of Key Survey Findings
1.1

Consumer Loan Advertising
Advertising Materials

73.6%

8.8%

>80%

of advertising materials contain
no financial information at all

of advertisements concerned
interest-free loans

of advertisements have the
same font size and consist of
the main text only, without
additional footnotes

Advertising materials do not contain the most
important information for the consumer – the
real annual interest rate – and are unclear
about the cost of a loan. Banks and NBFIs
will have to work hard to bring advertisements
in line with the requirements of the new Law
on Consumer Lending, because none of the
examined materials contained adequate
financial information to comply with such
requirements.
The most active loan advertisers are banks
and financial companies (almost equal in
advertising volume); pawnshops and credit
unions advertise their services much less
frequently. Advertisements for cash loans
account for one third of all advertising
materials. The main distribution channels are
Internet, outdoor signs/billboards, and
handouts.
73.6% of advertising materials contain no
financial information at all. The requirements
of the new Law concerning standard

information will not apply to such advertisements.1
Advertisements that contain financial information do not indicate the real annual interest rate, and
the cost of a loan is stated in differing and confusing ways. This type of advertisement fails to
provide the standard information that will be required by the new Law. Accordingly, the clarity of
information about the cost of a loan was poor (average score: 3.52 out of 7).
Advertisements for interest-free loans are not widespread (8.8% of cases). However, when visiting
financial institutions, consultant/loan advisers offered such a loan frequently to mystery shoppers.
On a positive note, the level of visual presentation of information is quite good: over 80% of
advertisements have the same font size and consist of the main text only, without additional
footnotes, restrictive clauses, etc.
1.2
Interaction of the Consumer with the Financial Institution at a Pre-contractual
Stage: Mystery Shopping Research Findings
The level of written information provided to consumers is extremely low and does not comply with
legal requirements (existing and in the new Law on Consumer Lending). Even the most important
elements of a loan, such as the cost and the payment schedule, are not always provided.
Consumers generally do not have an opportunity to read a draft agreement before signing.
The level of written disclosures about loans is extremely low. In 68% of the visits, a potential
borrower was given no written information at all. When written information was provided, it was
never in full compliance with existing laws effective at the time of the survey. In only 15% of the
visits did the consultant, at the borrower’s request, allow the borrower to take a copy of the draft
agreement away with him/her (this will be required under the new Law).

1

According to the Law on Consumer Lending, standard information will not be required for advertising materials that do
not mention an interest rate or any information concerning the total cost of the credit.
2
http://www.gfk.com/fileadmin/user_upload/dyna_content/UA/01-Press-releases-6-

On a positive note, the level of verbal
information provided to the borrower by the
consultant/loan adviser was rated highly by
mystery shoppers. Key terms of a loan were
described to the mystery borrower verbally in
over 80% of cases without a specific request;
in over half of the visits costs of additional
and related services were also described
orally. The poorest level of disclosures to
borrowers concerned additional rights and
obligations, such as the right to withdraw from
the agreement (54%) and consequences of a
failure to make loan payments when they fall
due (35%). In general, mystery shoppers
were satisfied with the level of oral
advice/consultation
provided,
rating
consultants’ performance at 8.36 out of 10.

Information Exchange

68%

>80%

In 68% of the visits, a potential
borrower was given no written
information at all

Key terms of a loan were
described to the mystery
borrower verbally in over 80%
of cases

Information about the level of
Although consultants/advisers stated that a
borrower’s income was
borrower’s
creditworthiness
would
be
41%
requested in only
assessed (84% of the visits to financial
approximately 41% of cases
institutions), information about the level of
borrower’s income was requested in only
41% of cases. Financial companies and
pawnshops requested fewer documents than any other institutions, and were less interested to
assess creditworthiness. The loan approvals of these institutions were accordingly much faster.
1.3

Analysis of Draft Consumer Loan Agreements
The quality and compliance of loan
agreements with the law leave much to be
desired. Some agreements do not contain the
information required by law, or include terms
and conditions that are contrary to law.

Loan Agreements

33%

17%

of agreements do not contain a
detailed breakdown of the total
cost of a loan

33% of the analyzed draft agreements do not
contain a detailed breakdown of the total cost
of a loan. 17% do not contain the payment
schedule, and 54% contain terms and
conditions that violate the borrower’s right to
the early repayment of a loan.

of agreements do not contain
the payment schedule

More than half of the agreements contain
unfair terms and conditions recognized as
such by the current Consumer Protection
Law, especially the terms and conditions that
of agreements contain terms
impose additional services and grant the
and conditions that violate the
54%
lender the right to change unilaterally any
borrower’s right to the early
terms and conditions of the agreement. A
repayment of a loan
common condition included in agreements
(58%) is the right of the lender to disclose
borrower’s information that is subject to bank
secrecy and personal data laws in an unlimited range of cases.
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1.4
Consumer Complaints Submission Mechanisms: Results of the Opinion Poll
on Awareness, Experience, Expectations
Ukrainian consumers of financial services have
a poor understanding of dispute resolution
mechanisms. In most cases the only channel
that they use is the financial institution itself. At
the same time, Ukrainians have absolutely no
trust in dispute resolution through any channels
– available or potential – and tend to be
passive.

Dispute Resolution

45%

45% of consumers polled had no idea where to
take a complaint in the case of a conflict
situation with a financial institution.
Consultants at financial institutions are more
knowledgeable about dispute resolution
channels, but their knowledge is still
insufficient. 20% of consultants could not (or
did not want to) answer mystery shopper
questions about where to go in case of a
dispute. Of those consultants who answered
such questions, 66% advised the potential
customer to apply to the financial institution
itself.

of consumers had no idea
where to take a complaint in
case of a conflict with a
financial institution

20%

of consultants did not inform a
mystery shopper about
possible complaint resolution
channels

78%

of consumers do not want to
take their case to anyone

Just 11% of those polled indicated that they (or
their relatives/friends) had had a conflict with a financial institution. To resolve disputes, they either
turned to the financial institution (56%) or did not pursue it elsewhere (23%).
Expectations of Ukraine’s population concerning possible dispute resolution channels are
extremely low: 78% of those polled do not want to take their case to anyone. Consumers who had
an experience in resolving disputes through available channels also provided a negative answer.
1.5

Future Steps

This “As Is” survey will provide a base of comparison for future findings from the second and third
survey waves. Truthful advertising, written information disclosure, and fair agreements in
compliance with the law are the building blocks of mutually respectful and beneficial relations
between customers and financial institutions. Whether existing practices, opinions and behavior of
banks and consumers improve in response to the new Law on Consumer Lending will be an
important measure of the prospects for the consumer lending market and the levels of confidence
in the financial system.
To ensure the implementation of the Law on Consumer Lending in practice, there should be
effective consumer protection and enforcement. Currently, no Ukrainian government body or nongovernmental organization has a mandate to do financial consumer protection. Ukraine lacks
effective dispute settlement mechanisms. In case a dispute arises, a consumer has no other option
except to go to the court. However, this is a time-consuming process: an average litigation in
Ukraine lasts one year. Moreover, the credibility of the courts is extremely low. Thus, the next
major step in consumer protection is to establish an effective institutional framework for financial
regulation of consumer lending.
In this regard, the passage of the Draft Law # 2456-д On Amending Certain Legal Acts Regarding
Financial Consumer Protection is important for the enforcement of the Law on Consumer Lending.
It envisages specific sanctions for infringement of consumer rights, such as provision of incomplete
or false information to a consumer, failure to provide a copy of the contract, failure to notify a
consumer of changing the interest rate, etc. Under this Draft Law, each financial sector regulator
would perform the function of consumer protection in its area of competence. Another important
piece of draft legislation, the Law on Financial Ombudsman, would introduce the financial
ombudsman as the alternative and unbiased channel for resolution of disputes between
consumers and financial institutions.
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2

Ukraine’s Consumer Lending Market

Ukraine’s relatively weak economic performance is a legacy of an incomplete transition to a market
economy after the break-up of the Soviet Union and a poor business climate. Recurrent crises over
the last 25 years have left incomes in Ukraine at just 20% of the EU average (measured as GDP
per capita in PPP terms). On balance, the economy has not grown at all over the last decade and
has only grown by a meager annual average of 0.8% over the last two decades. Employment has
declined in recent years, and younger and skilled workers have emigrated to European countries.
In addition, underlying macroeconomic problems, political upheaval, and the military conflict in
Eastern Ukraine led to a severe economic and financial downturn in 2014-2015 (GDP dropped by
9.8% in 2015 and 6.5% in 2014), with output contracting by one quarter in a timeframe of twelve
months. Even before the recent crisis, growth was highly volatile, driven in part by swings in non-oil
commodity prices, but also weak policies, stop-and-go reforms, lack of the rule of law, and
corruption, resulting in the repeated buildup of large imbalances. Since 2016, the economy has
recovered at a pace of 2.3%. Much faster, sustained growth is needed if Ukraine is to catch up with
its CEE neighbors and lift per capita income levels that are currently estimated at $2,186 in 2016,
compared to $3,891 in 2008 (before the economic crisis) and $4,030 in 2013 (before the political
crisis).
Inflation has been brought down from 24.9% in 2014 and 43.3% in 2015 to 12.4% in 2016
(December to December). Overall inflation is projected to be close to 10 percent by end-2017,
somewhat higher than projected earlier reflecting the impact of the minimum wage increase in
January 2017 (it is estimated that minimum wage increase will push inflation up by about 2% in
2017). Although inflation remains high, the decrease in prices may allow consumers to plan bigger
purchases and take on new debt with greater confidence, if lenders will offer lower, more
acceptable interest rates.
The resolution of the banking crisis, with the intervention of about 90 banks and the nationalization
of Privatbank, has returned some stability to the financial system. This may raise public confidence
in the banking sector and put banks in a better position to resume lending and help the economy
grow again.
Real wages also recovered slightly in 2016 (9.9%), after a sharp decline by almost 30% (-14.7% in
2014 and -15.9% in 2015), and returned to the 2013 level in June 2017. Additionally, on January 1,
2017, the minimum monthly salary was raised to UAH3,200. These increases will impact the
solvency of potential borrowers, which in turn may increase both the willingness of people to take
out loans and the willingness of financial institutions to grant them.
However, the GfK consumer confidence index2 registered a very
modest improvement, reaching just 59.43 in June 2017. The index Consumer loans
of propensity to consume was slightly lower, at 57. A low level of outstanding in the EU were
consumer confidence means reluctance to resume consumption €1.124 trillion at the end of
2015 or 7.6% of EU’s GDP.
and, accordingly, to take out loans for this purpose, even in spite
of improvements in objective indicators, such as lower inflation
and higher income.
Over the last years, the consumer lending market has changed dramatically. Several banks that
had a substantive share of the consumer lending market failed due to the crisis, and the market
leader – Privatbank – was nationalized. Despite earlier announcements by banks of their intentions
to increase the volume of lending, last year’s financial statements do not show any drastic
improvements. The crisis and tougher regulatory requirements by the National Bank of Ukraine
caused many banks to reduce their appetite for risks and introduce tougher requirements for
borrowers. As of the end of July 2017, total loans by banks (according to the NBU data) amounted
to UAH955 billion, a decrease of 5% compared to UAH999 billion in 2016. Of special interest the
total volume of retail loans granted by banks as of July 2017 was about UAH160 billion (17% of the
total loan portfolio), a slight decrease compared to UAH178 billion as of January 2016 (18% of the
total portfolio).
2

http://www.gfk.com/fileadmin/user_upload/dyna_content/UA/01-Press-releases2017/CCI/20170714gfk_rel_cci_june_17_ukr.pdf
3
Index ranges from 0 to 200. 100 means a balance of negative and positive responses.
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Of 90 Ukrainian banks, just fifteen are
actively lending. Of these fifteen, three
banks are owned by the state and the
others have foreign capital. The
undisputed leader in the consumer
lending market in Ukraine remains
Privatbank.
Other
banks
with
significant consumer loan portfolios are
Ukrsotsbank, Alfa-Bank, OTP Bank,
FUIB, UkrSibbank, Raiffeisen Bank
Aval,
Oschadbank,
A-Bank,
Kredobank.

Since the outbreak of the global financial crisis, credit
growth in Poland was the highest among all EU
member states. In 2016 the credit portfolio of Poland
totaled €220.1 billion that is 56.9% of Polish banking
sector’s assets. The structure of credit market in
Poland as of 2014 demonstrates that the share of retail
lending slightly dominates the corporate one: 59% of
total loan portfolio – household loans compared to
41% - corporate ones. The share of corporate lending
decreased systematically from 84.2% in December
1996 to 41% in December 2014. It is one of the lowest
both in the whole EU and in the region.

However, there is still a drag on the Report on Financial system development in Poland 2014
consumer lending market from foreign
currency denominated loans that were
issued prior to 2009 (retail foreign currency loans were actually banned in 20094). The debt
overhang from the mortgage crisis of 2008, and the negative experiences of both consumers and
banks, limits new lending opportunities. Current debt on retail foreign currency loans has declined
slightly since 2011.
NBFIs have sought to benefit from the
banking crisis and the banks’ low
appetite for risk, moving aggressively Up until recently, the Dutch mortgage lending market
to occupy the consumer lending market was almost fully in the hands of banks. For instance, in
2010 the bulk (80%) of outstanding mortgage debt had
niche. Over the last 3 years, they have been provided by Dutch banks. However, non-bank
opened more than 2,000 retail outlets mortgage lending market has been on the rise these
and, in cooperation with hi-tech past few years. As a result, banks' share in new
companies, have launched online mortgage loan production now accounts for 62% only.
lending for individuals. The total
Loan markets in motion, Bank of Netherlands, November 2016
amount of loans made by NBFIs in
2016 grew by 34% compared to 2015
and reached UAH16.7 billion. As of the
end of 2016, the total volume of loans extended by financial companies was UAH13.4 billion (an
increase by 74% compared to the end of 2015). A significant increase in lending also occurred in
the pawnshop segment (+34% compared to 2015). Nevertheless, the NBFI market share is still
considerably smaller than that of banks.
Notwithstanding a slow macroeconomic recovery since the beginning of 2016, there have been
some positive changes in the lending market. In particular, upward trends are visible in hryvnia
loans and loans of less than one year (see Charts 2.1 and 2.2). In January 2016, the volume of
hryvnia loans totaled UAH79.8 billion, and in July 2017 it increased to UAH 86,4 billion (+8%). The
volume of short-term loans (less than one year) totaled UAH38.1 billion in January 2016,
increasing to 43.4 billion (14%) by July 2017.

4

Starting from 2009, it was allowed to grant foreign currency loans for education or medical treatment abroad, and, in
2011, all the foreign currency loans were banned.
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Chart 2.1. The Volume of Retail Loans of Banks by Currency (UAH mln.)
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Chart 2.2. The Volume of Retail Loans of Banks by Maturity (UAH mln.)
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There are several factors that constrain the growth of the consumer lending market. One factor is
the large number of non-performing loans in the Ukrainian banking system. The share of nonperforming loans was 58% as of the end of June 2017. Macroeconomic stabilization and the
gradual restoration of incomes and profits of enterprises are a prerequisite for the gradual
restoration of the quality of the loan portfolios of banks.
Another factor is very high interest rates on loans. Even if banks happen to find a “bona fide”
borrower, they offer interest rates that only a few people can afford. In spite of a significant
decrease in the inflation rate in 2016-17 and a more stable Hryvnia, interest rates on retail loans
did not change significantly. Bank average nominal interest rates ranged from 29% to 32% per
annum. High interest rates were driven by high deposit rates and high risk perceptions by banks.
However, inflation dropped to 12.4% in 2016, and is already 8.2% for the 7-month period JanuaryJuly 2017. Therefore, the real interest rate is over 20% on average.
Even a significant drop in the NBU discount rate, from 22% in January 2016 to 12.5% since May
26, 2017, had no impact on interest rates. Retail loan interest rates decreased an insignificant
amount, edging down from 31.2% in January 2016 to 27.7% in August 2017. This indicates that
- 11 -

banks see considerable risk in the consumer lending market, or are simply uncomfortable in
expanding in this market niche.
The third factor is simply a lack of reliable, solvent borrowers. High individual debt burdens and low
disposable (real) income impedes the ability to borrow.
According to the data of the IFC Population Debt Burden Survey5, most borrowers (32.1%) have
loans of UAH 4,001 – 6,000 (See Chart 2.3). Borrowers are spread almost evenly among the
categories: 25.7% of borrowers have loans of UAH 4,000 and less, 21.4% – UAH 6,001-8,000, and
21.1% – more than UAH 8,000.
Chart 2.3. Breakdown of Banks Borrowers by Loan Amount (%)

21%



Less than UAH4,000



UAH4,001 – 6,000



UAH6,001 – 8,000



More than UAH8,000

26%

21%
32%

Source: IFC Population Debt Burden Survey

According to the GfK Ukraine Survey of the Ukrainian Retail Banking Services Market, the index of
propensity to take out loans is gradually creeping upward: the index rose to 35.7 in March 2017
from 31.3 in February (see Chart 2.4). But the index is still very far from pre-crisis levels.
Chart 2.4. The Index of Propensity to Use Lending Products
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Source: GfK | Regular Survey of the Ukrainian Retail Banking Services Market: Quarter 1 of 2017

Since the fourth quarter of 2016, the share of Ukrainians who use loans grew from 7.5% in the third
quarter of 2016, to 8.7% in the fourth quarter of 2016, and to 10% in the first quarter of 2017.
Generally, Ukrainians have only one loan. The greatest demand is for general-purpose loans and
consumer loans.

5

https://nabu.ua/images/tinymce/file/IFC_GfK_Over_ind_ukr_v4.1%20(1).pdf that was held in 2016
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According to the IFC Survey, consumers mostly rely on banks for loans. Bank loans are taken by
96% of all consumer loan borrowers, while pawnshops account for 3% and financial companies 2%
(see Chart 2.56). As a rule, consumers receive loans as transfers to their card (one third of all loans
are given as a credit line on a card). The main purposes for loans are to pay everyday expenses
(44.3%) and to buy household goods and electronics (28.6%). Collateral is not generally required.
The average amount of a loan is UAH10,746. Usually, a loan is repaid according to the schedule
agreed with the bank. 65% of borrowers had enough income to repay the loan. However, a
significant number of borrowers (40%) said they had to save on additional expenses to repay the
loan.
Chart 2.5. Breakdown of Borrowers by Type of Financial Institutions (%)

Banks

96%

Pawnshops

3%

Financial companies

2%

Credit unions

0.3%

Source: IFC Population Debt Burden Survey

A borrower’s choice of a lender – a bank or a non-bank financial institution – depends primarily on
the purpose of a loan. For example, consumers tend to turn to banks for the purchase of
household goods and electronics, whereas NBFI lending is directed toward repaying other loans
and medical bills. The overwhelming majority of loans taken from NBFIs were in cash (78%
compared with 17% of bank loans).
Banks apparently are interested in increasing their consumer loan portfolios. According to NBU
forecasts, almost 90% of the banks expect to increase their retail loan portfolio within the coming
12 months. Currently, the Ukrainian banking system has sufficient liquidity to resume lending, but
banks must be confident that their rights are protected and that loans will be repaid. Changes in
consumer attitudes towards loans are also necessary, both in terms of the acceptability of
borrowing as a more common financial practice and in terms of the willingness to repay.

6

Figures do not add to 100% as respondents could take out loans from more than one financial institution.
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3

Consumer Loans Advertising
3.1

Who Advertises

Advertising surrounds us. This is also true for consumer loan advertisements, which appear
frequently on the internet, on social media, on billboards and on television. Financial institutions
pitch the opportunity to go on a vacation or renovate an apartment right away, on credit.
Advertisements help lenders and borrowers “find each other.” They also frame expectations of the
consumer and start the dialogue with the financial institution, followed by negotiation and signing of
a loan agreement, and its performance by the parties. Therefore, it is very important for the
borrower that consumer loan advertisements contain accurate, truthful and comprehensible
information regarding the terms and conditions of a potential loan.
In order to analyze the completeness, accuracy and method of conveying information to
consumers, advertisements run by financial institutions were collected and analyzed. In total, 250
advertising materials were considered.
Most advertisements were from banks (45.2% of all cases) and financial companies offering shortterm loans (42.8%). Pawnshops accounted for 10.8%. Credit unions do not advertise their
products, and accounted for only three advertisements (1.2%).
Diagram 3.1.1 Financial institutions advertising themselves (% of all advertising materials, N=250)

45.2%

1.2%






10.8%

42.8%

Bank
Pawnshop
Credit union
Financial company

The main distribution channel for advertising materials was the Internet, followed by OOH
advertising and handouts available at the branches of financial institutions themselves. The print
media (newspapers and magazines) and TV carried fewer advertising materials.
Diagram 3.1.2 Channels used to run advertisements (% of all advertising materials, N=250)

34.4%







28.0%

26.4%
3.2% 8.0%

Ads on the Internet
OOH advertising
Handout booklets
Press ads
TV ads

It is worth noting that banks run television commercials relatively more frequently than other
financial institutions. Pawnshops advertised their services most often using OOH advertising
vehicles and handout materials. Financial companies almost never use television commercials, but
actively employ other channels to run advertisements.
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3.2

Content and Form of Presenting Information in Ads

Legislative Requirements to Consumer Loan Advertising
As of June 1, 2017, (i.e., before the effective date of the Law on Consumer Lending) the main legal
requirements for advertising were established by the Law of Ukraine On Advertising, which states
that lawfulness, accuracy and truthfulness are the key principles of advertising. Detailed
requirements for advertising content were non-existent in legislation.
The Law on Consumer Lending sets new requirements to advertising of consumer loans. For
example, if an advertisement mentions an interest rate or any information concerning the total cost
of the credit, this advertisement must contain the following standard information (the “standard
information”):
1)
2)
3)
4)

the maximum loan amount;
real annual interest rate (annual percentage rate);
the maximum loan period;
amount of down payment for consumer loans with a deferred or installment payment option.

In addition, the Law on Consumer Lending prohibits advertisements that promote or mention
interest-free or zero-interest loans.
The advertising materials collected were reviewed in terms of their compliance with the new
standards established in the Law on Consumer Lending. In particular, advertising materials were
analyzed for the presence of required standard information, and for whether the advertisements
mentioned a zero-or-interest-free loan.
Advertising Compared to the Total Cost of the Credit and the Standard Information
The advertising materials collected were divided into two groups: 1) those containing interest rate
or other information concerning the total cost of the credit; and 2) those not containing the above
information.
The data indicate that most of the advertising materials do
not contain interest rate or other information concerning the
total cost of the credit (73.6%). The promotional materials of
banks and pawnshops most frequently referred to the cost of
the credit; it was mentioned the least in advertising materials
of credit unions and financial companies. Information
concerning the total cost of the credit was present most often
in materials advertising auto loans and mortgage loans.
Perhaps the reason for this is that interest rates for such
loans are lower vis-à-vis other products, and financial
institutions are more willing to disclose them in
advertisements.

In the EU, nearly a third of all
advertisements gathered did
not include any financial
information and, therefore, did
not have to meet the
informational requirements.
Study on the functioning of the
consumer credit market in Europe,
July 2013

Diagram 3.2.1 Do advertising materials contain information concerning interest rate or the total cost of the
credit (% of all advertising materials, N=250)?

26.4%
73.6%
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Contains information on the cost
of the credit



Does not contain such information

None of the advertising materials that mentioned the
interest rate or other information concerning the total cost of
the credit contained the full scope of the standard
information required by the Law on Consumer Lending. In
particular, 25.8% of these advertising materials mentioned
the maximum loan amount, maximum loan period, and
interest rate or another method of calculating the cost of the
Study on the functioning of the
consumer credit market in Europe, July
credit. They did not indicate, however, the real annual
2013
interest rate. In some cases, materials that mentioned the
interest rate or other information concerning the total cost of
the credit failed to mention either the maximum loan
amount or the maximum loan period, or both.
In the EU, only 22% of the
advertisements fulfilled all the
informational requirements as
set out in Article 4 of the
Consumer Credit Directive.

Only 13 (5.2%) of all advertising materials concerned loans with a payment deferment or
installment option. Five of them communicated a loan interest rate (but not the real annual interest
rate), and two of them mentioned a down payment amount.
How the cost of the credit was stated?
As a rule, advertising materials concerning the total cost of the credit provided information in a
confusing or deceptive manner:




25.8% mentioned interest rate per annum, but they also mentioned additional monthly loan
fees payable to the financial institution, so the interest rate was not a real annual interest
rate.
36.4% of the advertisements mentioned an interest rate calculated for a period other than a
year (most often for a month).
37.9% of the advertisements mentioned other approaches to calculation of the cost of the
credit, such as a daily amount/ monthly payment; or the price of one gram / ounce of metal
used as the loan collateral, etc.

Thus, most of the current advertising materials that mention the cost of the credit would not comply
with the new law.
An interest rate per annum was communicated most frequently in advertising materials of banks
(especially for auto loans and mortgage loans), while credit card and pawnshop loan
advertisements most often mentioned a monthly interest rate. In addition, pawnshops indicated the
price of one gram/one ounce of a metal that would be accepted as loan collateral, instead of an
interest rate. Cash loan advertisements by financial companies also relied heavily on the amount of
monthly payment instead of an interest rate.
Interest-free Loans
Of all advertising materials reviewed, only 8.8% mentioned an interest-free loan. These loans were
offered in the following contexts:




interest-free loans offered to new customers of a financial institution (the zero percent rate
was usually offered under condition that the loan would be repaid during a certain period);
grace period for loan payments (usually between 5 and 55 days);
mentioning an interest rate very close to zero (e.g., 0.01%).

Even though interest-free loan advertisements were not common, representatives of financial
institutions frequently offered these loans to our mystery shoppers. As Section 4.3 shows, this
occurred in approximately one-third of all cases.
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Diagram 3.2.2 Advertisements containing information concerning interest-free loan, zero-interest loan, freeof-charge loan, etc. (% of all advertising materials, N=250)




91.2%
8.8%

Yes
No

Advertisements Concerning the Form in which the Loan is Disbursed
More than half (51.2%) of all advertising materials contained information about the form in which
the loan would be disbursed (in cash or cashless form):




this information was the highest for banks: 67.2% of bank advertisements;
this information was the lowest for pawnshops: 14.8% of pawnshop advertisements;
this information was also present in the advertisements of credit unions and financial
companies, at a moderate level: 33.3%7 and 42.6%, respectively.

Diagram 3.2.3 Advertisements containing information concerning the form in which the loan is disbursed (%
of all advertising materials of a relevant financial institution)
Financial company,
N=107
Pawnshop, N=27
Credit union, N=3

42.6%
14.8%

85.2%
33.3%

66.7%

Bank, N=113
Total, N=250 Total

57.4%

67.2%

32.8%

51.2%

48.8%

 Yes

 No

Overall, 31% of all advertising materials were for cash loans. Pawnshops and credit unions
advertised cash loans only; banks and financial companies advertised cash loans more often than
other credit products. In addition, banks and financial companies advertised loans that would be
credited to the borrower’s debit card.

7

From this point on: only three advertising materials of credit unions were found, and therefore, information regarding
these institutions is provided for reference purposes only.
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Visual Presentation of Information in Advertising Materials
The readability (quality) of visual presentation of information in advertisements is quite high. Almost
88.0% of advertising materials presented the entire text in the same-size print, and in 86.4% of the
materials the entire information concerning loan terms was shown in the main text of the
advertisement. However, there were instances when part of the information was displayed in fine
print. In these cases, the print was much smaller, and the text was displayed at the very bottom or
on the side of the ad and contained additional information on the loan interest rate and how it is
calculated, the maximum loan amount and period, age limitations for borrowers, additional
information regarding promotional loan terms, etc.
Diagram 3.2.4 Visual presentation of information (% of all advertising materials, N=250)

The font size of all the main
information in the ad is
relatively the same

All main information
is reflected in the main
ad body

12.0%

13.6%

86.4%

88.0%

 Yes

 No

Comprehensibility of Information Presented in Advertising Materials
“Comprehensibility” is to some extent subjective, since it
presumes information about the educational level and financial
literacy of the borrower. Financial information one person can
understand another might not.
GfK utilized a scale of 1 to 7 to measure the comprehensibility
of financial advertising. On average, comprehensibility of
information presented in advertising materials of financial
institutions was assessed at 3.52 points8:




The Netherlands is among the
countries with the clearest
information in advertisements.
It can therefore be said that in
the Netherlands consumers can
easily compare advertisements
of different providers.
Study on the functioning of the
consumer credit market in Europe,
July 2013

Bank materials received the highest score (3.97 points
on the scale from 1 to 7);
The lowest number of points was scored by pawnshops
(2.70 points);
Advertisements of credit unions and other financial institutions averaged 3.33 and 3.25
points, respectively.

In other words, most financial institutions scored in the mid-range in terms of the level of
comprehensibility of information presented in their advertising materials.
8

Assessment was made by GfK Ukraine personnel responsible for gathering and analyzing advertising materials of
financial institutions.
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Among the biggest deficiencies in advertising materials the following were noted:



Confusing or unclear loan terms;
Unavailability of information regarding the maximum loan period, maximum loan amount
and interest rate.

Diagram 3.2.5 Comprehensibility of information in advertisements (on the scale from 1 to 7, where 1 is
absolutely incomprehensible, and 7 is absolutely comprehensible) (% of advertising materials of a relevant
financial institution)
Average:

Pawnshop, N=27
Financial
company, N=107

15%

6%

44%

17%

Credit union,
N=3

37%

6%

12%

22%

28%

33%

Bank, N=113 4%
Total, N=250
Total

11%

7%

11%

18%

1 - absolutely incomprehensible

18%

30%
2

3

18%

23%
4
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5

6

1% 3.25

3.33

67%

29%

2.70

7%

13%

12%

4% 5%

7 - absolutely comprehensible

3.97

3.52

4
Consumer Interaction with a Financial Institution at the Precontractual Stage: Mystery Shopping Research Findings
Information in an advertisement is the first ”word” in the dialogue between a borrower and a lender.
But it is at the next stage of the dialogue, the pre-contractual stage, that information is very
important. At this second stage, the borrower must receive from the lender very clear information
regarding lending terms and conditions. This is necessary to enable the borrower to compare
various offers, to assess his/her ability to repay the loan, and to make an informed decision. By the
same measure, the lender must receive from the borrower information regarding the borrower’s
income and creditworthiness in order to assess the borrower’s ability to repay the loan. Information
from the borrower is also important for the lender to offer the borrower some alternative product
more suitable for his/her needs.
As of June 1, 2017, the Consumer Protection Law stipulates that before signing a loan agreement,
a lender is required to provide a consumer with certain information in writing, which includes:



estimated total cost of the credit including interest rate, and the cost of all services (notarial,
insurance and other) related to the loan and conclusion of a loan agreement;
loan repayment options, including the number, frequency and amount of loan payments,
and early loan repayment possibility and its terms.

The Law on Consumer Lending improves the protection of the
borrower in terms of the information to be provided to him/her.
Specifically the new Law stipulates that information provided
prior to the signature of a loan agreement must be conveyed
in a special form (consumer loan factsheet), in writing, and
with the validity of the offer. The Law also specifies the list of
information that the factsheet must contain, including:




The Truth in Lending Act was
enacted in the US in 1968. It
protects consumers in their
dealings with lenders and
creditors. It also requires
lenders to provide consumers
with loan cost information so
that he/she can comparison
shop for certain types of loans.

real annual interest rate and estimated total cost of the
credit for the consumer (stating that this amount does
not include the cost of third party services);
loan repayment and interest payment procedures in
the form of a loan payment schedule;
a warning regarding the consequences of late payments, including the amount of late fees,
interest rate and other charges applicable to past due amounts.

According to the Law on Consumer Lending, a consumer who signs a loan agreement on less
favorable terms than the ones mentioned in the factsheet has the right to demand that his/her loan
agreement be brought into conformity with the information provided in the factsheet, and the lender
is required to amend the loan agreement accordingly.
In addition, the Law on Consumer Lending introduces, for the first time, a legislative requirement
on financial institutions to assess the borrower’s creditworthiness before signing an agreement with
him/her.
In light of these new requirements, both the information requested by lenders and the information
they provided to potential borrowers in writing when negotiating a loan agreement were analyzed.
In addition, the content of verbal consultations provided by the lenders’ representatives were
studied.
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4.1
Obtaining Information from the Borrower and Assessing the Borrower’s
Creditworthiness
Collecting Information from the Borrower
Financial institutions usually request the following information from potential borrowers on an
application form:





Details of a loan the borrower is applying for: desired loan amount and purpose of a
loan;
Borrower’s contact information: full name, contact telephone numbers and marital
status;
Borrower’s employment information: whether officially employed, place and length of
employment;
Borrower’s income.

However, income information from mystery shoppers was requested in only 40.8% of the cases.
Lender representatives asked about official (reported) income, and in only 8.8% of cases did they
ask about unofficial income as well.
 Mystery shoppers were asked about their income during consultations at banks in 55.2% of
cases;
 Mystery shoppers at branches of financial companies were asked about their income in
17.1% of cases;
 Mystery shoppers at pawnshops were not asked about their incomes.
Overall, mystery shoppers received the largest number of financial information requests from bank
representatives, especially as regards the purpose of the loan and official employment.
Assessing the Borrower’s Creditworthiness and Approving the Loan Application

The issues that national authorities in EU
Member States have highlighted as arising
for consumers when dealing with consumer
loans include: excessive fees; payment
arrears handling; early repayment options
and related costs; credit provided by
entities falling outside the remit of some of
the national authorities; lack of
creditworthiness assessment requirements,
especially when credit was provided by
non-credit institutions; high-cost fast loans,
and lack of information requirements
related to revolving credit.
EBA CONSUMER TRENDS REPORT 2016, June
2016

During approximately 84% of the mystery shopping
visits, a consultant of a financial institution told the
applicant that an assessment of the borrower’s
creditworthiness is required for approval of his/her
loan application. In approximately 33% of the visits
the assessment was done in the applicant’s
presence, and in 51% of the visits the applicant
was
informed
that
the
assessment
of
creditworthiness would require more time:
 Banks and credit unions9 consistently
informed
a
potential
borrower
that
a
creditworthiness assessment was required;
 Financial companies and pawnshops were
less likely to mention a creditworthiness
assessment, in approximately 57% and 61% of
visits, respectively.

9

From this point on: only three visits were made to credit unions in total, and, therefore, information regarding these
institutions is provided for reference purposes only.
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Diagram 4.1.1 How respondents answered the question: “Did the consultant assess your creditworthiness
(based on the requested period of consumer loan, loan amount and, if necessary, your income and purpose
of a loan)?” (% of all visits depending on the type of financial institution)

Financial company, N=35

14%

43%

Pawnshop, N=13

46%

15%

Credit union, N=3
Bank, N=96
Total,Total,
N=147N=147

43%
38%

100%
39%

57%

33%

51%

4%
16%

 The consultant advised that no assessments of my creditworthiness were required for borrowing
 The consultant advised that the financial institution would make additional assessments of my
creditworthiness

 The consultant made my creditworthiness assessment in my presence
In most cases, a financial institution’s consultant told the applicant about the processing time of his
loan application first, without the applicant having to ask about it.
In 66.7% of cases, lenders promised to notify applicants about the decision on their loan
applications on the day the application was submitted, and in 8.2% of cases, they said that there
was no waiting time at all (i.e. they would tell applicants about the decision on their applications
right away):




the fastest decisions on loan applications were made by financial companies and
pawnshops (either right away or by the end of the day on which the loan application was
submitted);
banks and credit unions took more time to decide on loan applications. At all credit union
visits and one-third of visits to banks, applicants were informed that the decision on their
application would be forthcoming on the following day or even later.

A comparison of information regarding the documents requested by various financial institutions
and the frequency and speed of creditworthiness assessments, shows that banks request more
information, make more frequent assessments of the borrower’s creditworthiness, and spend more
time on them than do NBFIs. Banks spend more time on the credit assessment in part because
they offer loans for a longer period and for a larger amount, and in part because banks typically
apply stricter standards on assessment of the borrower’s creditworthiness. On the other hand,
financial companies and pawnshops frequently did not request documents to assess the
borrower’s creditworthiness. In the case of pawnshops, this is explained by the fact that the loans
they provide are secured by collateral (some valuable item) that can be liquidated to repay the loan
in the event of the borrower’s default. Financial companies probably include the loan default risk to
the cost of the credit (high interest rates or fees).
Offering the Borrower an Alternative Credit Product
During approximately 52% of the mystery shopping visits, consultants of financial institutions
offered potential borrowers alternative credit products differing from the original request. These
were unsolicited offers – presumably, consultants were offering such alternative products based on
either a better understanding of the borrower’s needs after the conversation with him/her, a better
knowledge of possible credit products, or an assessment of the borrower’s creditworthiness.
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This occurred in visits to banks on approximately 62% of the time;
This occurred less frequently with NBFIs (37% with financial companies, 33% with credit
unions and 23% with pawnshops).

Diagram 4.1.2 below provides a breakdown of the kinds of alternatives that were suggested, by
type of financial institution.
Diagram 4.1.2 How respondents answered the question: “Which loan alternatives were offered by a financial
institution’s consultant?” (% of all visits depending on the type of financial institution)
Total,
N=147
Offer of alternative methods of loan
disbursement
Offer of alternative conditions on %
rate, term
Offer of alternative loan amounts

Bank,
N=96

27%

36%

21%
14%

8%

Offer of alternative repayment terms
(annuities, etc.)

3%

4%

Financial
company, N=35

8%

17%
4%

No alternatives at all were offered

33%

8%

5%

9%

Pawnshop,
N=13

20%

Offer of alternative collateral

Other

Credit union,
N=3

6%
31%
11%

23%

11%
48%

6%
38%

67%

77%

63%

When consulting on auto loans, banks also offered alternative car purchase services (including
leasing).

4.2

Disclosing Information to the Borrower

Disclosing Loan Information to the Borrower in Writing
The
level
of
written
communication/information concerning loan
terms to borrowers is quite poor. In 68% of
the mystery shopping visits, potential
borrowers were not provided any written
information regarding the loan, with all loan
terms being communicated only verbally.
Only banks and credit unions provided loanrelated information at least partially in writing
(mostly regarding mortgage loans and auto
loans), whereas pawnshops and financial
companies provided verbal information only
during almost all visits.

In the EU, well over half of all mystery shoppers
did not succeed in obtaining SECCI, even after
prompting the credit provider for this
information.
The Netherlands ranks very highly for
compliance with the Consumer Credit
Directive’s information provision criteria. In
contrast, in a number of countries, the
information provision is very limited, with less
than 20% of the required information being
made available to consumers
Study on the functioning of the consumer credit market in
Europe, July 2013
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Diagram 4.2.1 How respondents answered the question: “In which form any loan-related information was
conveyed to you?” (% of all visits depending on the type of loan and financial institution)
Pay day loan from a financial
company, N=35

3%

97%

Pawnshop loan, N=13

100%

Credit union consumer loan, N=3

33%

67%

Bank consumer loan, N=53

32%

68%

Bank mortgage loan, N=14

64%

36%

Bank car loan, N=29

66%

34%

Total, N=147
Total, N=147

32%

68%

 All information on the loan was provided verbally only
 Information on the loan was provided at least partially in writing
No mystery shopper was provided with the full scope of information required by the Consumer
Protection Law. If/when some of the required information was provided in writing, it usually
concerned the loan amount and period, and the loan repayment procedures (including the number,
amount and frequency of loan payments).
Providing a Draft Agreement to the Borrower
According to the Law on Consumer Lending, lenders are required to give consumers, upon request
and free of charge, a copy of the draft agreement (previously this requirement did not exist). The
availability of a draft agreement to a consumer allows sufficient time to read carefully the
agreement, consult with family, seek legal or financial advice, etc. During the mystery shopping
visits, in only 15% of the cases did a financial institution representative permit a potential borrower
to take a copy of a loan agreement away from the premises. In 7% of the visits the mystery
shopper was allowed to examine a copy of the agreement on the premises but not to take it with
him/her.
Diagram 4.2.2 How respondents answered the question: “Did the consultant give you a draft loan
agreement?” (% of all visits, N=147)

78.0%
15.0%
7.0%




Gave me a copy to take away



Allowed to have a look only

Refused to give me a draft
agreement

The most frequent reason for denying the borrower an opportunity to read a loan agreement was
that the financial institution claimed that this opportunity only occurred when a loan application was
actually processed. Some of the consultants claimed that the information was confidential or
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proprietary. In a few cases, financial institution representatives stated that a draft standard
agreement was available for downloading from the financial institution’s website.
4.3

Explaining Loan Terms and the Borrower’s Rights and Obligations

Explaining Loan Terms
Unlike the information conveyed in writing, the level of information communicated to borrowers in
verbal form is quite high.
Consultants of financial institutions voluntarily provided the following information orally regarding
the terms of credit products:







Loan disbursement: in cash or cashless form (in 88.4% of cases).
Loan period (in 87.8% of cases): loans by banks had terms of up to 5 years, while NBFIs
offered loans for a shorter term (up to 1 month).
List of documents/information required to apply for a loan (in 85.7% of cases): the
required information included: the borrower’s passport; taxpayer registration number; and
contact telephone numbers of the borrower’s employer and friends to check his identity.
Banks also often asked for a statement of income from the borrower’s employer and (for
married borrowers) spouse information.
Monthly payment amount (in 83.7% of cases).
Loan repayment and interest payment procedure / payment schedule (in 82.3% of
cases).

The financial institution consultants also voluntarily provided information on:



required agreements on additional and ancillary third party services (notarial,
insurance and other services): in 52.4% of cases.
possible forms of loan collateral, if required (in 61.2% of cases). This aspect was
mentioned most often by banks (in 74% of cases). The requested loan collateral was
usually either the item to be financed (e.g., car, home) or other property of the borrower
(apartment/car).

In approximately one third of the mystery shopping visits, financial institution representatives
mentioned the availability of “interest-free” credit products. In other words, “interest-free” credit
products do actually exist at several financial institutions.
Diagram 4.3.1 How respondents answered the question: “Did the consultant tell you about the interest-free
loan offered by his financial institution?” (% of all visits depending on the type of financial institution)

Financial company, N=35
Pawnshop, N=13

14%

14%

23%

Credit union, N=3

71%

8%

69%

33%

Bank, N=96

20%

Total,Total,
N=147N=147

18%

67%

15%

66%

14%

67%

 Informed me that they had interest-free loan, but only after my question
 Informed me that there were no interest-free loans
 Informed me that they had interest-free loans, without my prompting
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Explaining the Borrower’s Rights and Obligations
As for the borrower’s obligations, approximately 35% of financial institution representatives
voluntarily informed potential borrowers about the amount of penalties and other consequences of
past due loan payments. Consultants of financial companies did this somewhat more often than
other financial institutions, in 40% of cases.
Diagram 4.3.2 How respondents answered the question: “Did the consultant warn you about the
consequences of late loan payments (penalties, etc.)?” (% of all visits depending on the type of financial
institution)

Financial company, N=35
Pawnshop, N=13

40%

60%

31%

69%

Credit union, N=3

33%

67%

Bank, N=96

33%

67%

Total,Total,
N=147
N=147

35%

65%

 Yes, without my prompting

 Yes, but only after my question

The EU mystery shopping exercise saw less than half of all
respondents receiving information on their rights. The right
to withdraw from the contract within the first 14 days of
signing the credit agreement in particular was
communicated only to 11% of the mystery shoppers.
Study on the functioning of the consumer credit market in Europe, July
2013

As for the borrower’s rights, the
Consumer Protection Law stipulates
that the consumer has 14 days to
withdraw from the loan agreement
without explaining why. During
slightly more than half (54%) of
visits to financial institutions, the
consultants
mentioned
this
provision without the applicant
having to ask about it.

Diagram 4.3.3 How respondents answered the question: “Did the consultant tell you that you may withdraw
from the loan agreement during certain period after signing the loan agreement?” (% of all visits depending
on the type of financial institution)

Financial company, N=35
Pawnshop, N=13
Credit union, N=3

60%

40%

38%

62%

33%

67%

Bank, N=96

55%

45%

Total,
N=147
Загалом,
N=147

54%

46%

 Yes, without my prompting

 Yes, but only after my question
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Assessing the Competence of Financial Consultants, Relevance and
Comprehensibility of Information Provided during a Consultation
Overall, potential borrowers felt satisfied with the consultation on consumer loan terms they
received:




in 85% of cases, they were satisfied with the competence of the representatives;
in 86% of cases, they were satisfied with the relevance of advice received from the
consultant;
in 78% of cases, information provided by a financial institution representative was
comprehensible to them.

Mystery shoppers utilized a scale of 1 to 10 to measure the comprehensibility of information
received by them. On average, comprehensibility of information presented during the mystery
shopping visits was assessed at 8.36 points:




Information received during bank visits received the highest score (8.45 points on the scale
from 1 to 10);
The lowest number of points was scored by pawnshops (7.69 points);
Visits to credit unions and financial companies averaged 8.33 and 8.37 points, respectively.

Diagram 4.3.4 How respondents answered the question: “Judgmental assessment of information
comprehensibility and explanation of terms during a consultation” (% of all visits depending on the type of
financial institution)
Average:
Pawnshop, N=13

8%

Credit union, N=3
Financial company, N=35

38%
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33%
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91%
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8.37

Bank, N=96

11%

13%
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8.45

Total,
N=147
Загалом,
N=147

9.5%

12.9%

77.6%

8.36

 Incomprehensible (1-5)  In layman’s terms (6)
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 Comprehensible (7-10)

5

Analysis of Actual Draft Consumer Loan Agreements

According to the new Law on Consumer Lending a lender must, upon the request of a consumer,
provide a copy of the draft agreement. Unfortunately, only in 15% of the mystery shopping visits
did financial institutions’ consultants allow the mystery shopper to take away a draft agreement10
for review. These draft agreements were subject to our analysis.
As of June 1, 2017, before the effective date of the Law on Consumer Lending, the main
requirements for a consumer loan agreement were set by the CCU, the Consumer Protection Law,
and the Financial Services Law. In addition, certain requirements to agreements offered by banks
were set by the Law of Ukraine On Banks and Banking and NBU Resolution 168.
According to the legislation, an agreement shall contain, among others, the following provisions:


annual loan interest rate: percentage amount, type of interest rate (fixed or variable),
interest payment procedure;



detailed breakdown of the total cost of the credit (in percentage and monetary terms)
including loan interest rate and the cost of all services related to the provision, servicing
and repayment of the loan and conclusion of a loan agreement;



loan disbursement date or, if a loan is disbursed in tranches, disbursement dates and
amounts of loan tranches and other loan terms and conditions;



early loan repayment clause;



amendment and termination procedures, early agreement termination terms, etc.

Section I below contains an analysis of the provisions that may be regarded as violation of law.
Section II offers an analysis of certain provisions, which may be regarded as unfair contract terms
(provisions causing serious imbalance between contractual rights and obligations to the borrower’s
detriment). Section III reviews a number of provisions creating certain risks for borrowers.
І. Provisions of Agreements that may be Regarded as Violation of Law11

payment schedule unavailable

Absence of obligatory loan
information

17%

detailed breakdown unavailable

33%

Loan disbursement and servicing fees
The lender’s right to unilaterally change fixed interest rate and/or
amount of other payments

The lender’s right to demand early
repayment if the borrower does not accept
the offer to increase

interest rate

63%
21%
17%

amount of other payments

38%

Violation of the borrower’s right to repay loan early

Additional lender’s
rights to demand
early repayment

shorter term given to borrower to comply with a demand
broader range of cases

54%
17%
54%

1) Absence of obligatory loan information in agreements
Some of the analyzed draft agreements do not contain the obligatory information required by the
Consumer Protection Law and, in the case of banks, by NBU Resolution 168. Thus, 33% of
analyzed draft agreements do not have detailed breakdown of the total cost of the credit – either in
10
11

In several visits, a mystery shopper received more than one draft agreement (a separate draft agreement for each proposed product).
In the diagrams in this section 5, red color was selected for provisions which were found in more than 50% of draft agreements.
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the agreements themselves or in the annexes thereto. In addition, 17% of the agreements do not
contain a loan payment schedule12, so the borrower does not know how much in principal and
interest he is required to pay. It is worth noting that one draft credit card agreement did not contain
interest rate information at all: the agreement stipulated that the bank would state the interest rate
for the month following a billing month in the card account statement for the billing month.
2) Charging consumer loan disbursement and servicing fees and the resulting
absence of information regarding real interest rate
Article 11 (4) of the Consumer Protection Law
prohibits lenders from stipulating in agreements Disclosure of annual percentage rate (APR)
any fees, interest, payments, etc. for operations at all the stages of the credit agreement (in
not considered a service as defined by this Law. advertising, at a pre‐contractual and at a
Despite this restriction, supplemented by contractual level) is a central point in the
requirements of NBU Resolution 168, and a strategy of consumer protection in the EU.
number of court judgments questioning the legality
of charging loan disbursement and servicing
fees13, financial institutions actively continue to charge these fees. As a result, what the borrower
pays every month is not loan interest but fees, because the loan interest rate charge is
supplemented by hefty monthly fees.
In particular, analyzed draft agreements mentioned the following fees:
- loan approval or disbursement fee (33% of analyzed draft agreements), or fee for transfer of
funds from a transit account (4%), or simply “one-time fee” (4%); and/or
- monthly fee for servicing of outstanding loan amount (17% of analyzed draft agreements), or
monthly loan management fee (17%), or simply “monthly fee” (4%), etc.
At the same time, borrowers are not always informed about what is used as the basis for the
calculation of fees. For instance, the “loan servicing” or “loan management” fee may be calculated
on the basis of the initial loan amount, not the outstanding amount as the borrower might expect.
This practice, among other things, deceives the consumer.
Example 1. Certain agreements stipulate the following interest rates and fees (without stating the real
annual interest rate):
- Interest rate: 9% per annum; monthly fee for servicing of outstanding loan amount: 1.7% of the disbursed
loan amount.
- Interest rate: 15% per annum; monthly fee for servicing of outstanding loan amount: 2.3% of the
disbursed loan amount.
Accordingly, these agreements require payment of a hefty fee based on the amount of disbursed loan, not
on the outstanding loan amount (unlike loan interest).

Some banks try to include in their agreements a description of reasons why they charge a monthly
fee for servicing of the outstanding loan amount. Thus, one of the banks states that the fee for
servicing of outstanding loan amount is charged for the following services: “monitoring outstanding
amount, which means electronic notification about monthly loan principal and interest payments,
notifying the customer about past due payments, consulting the customer on loan repayment,
timely payment and other matters”. In fact, these are the services of SMS notification about
amounts due and consultations by a branch representative or a call center operator (if the
customer contacts them), and the price charged for these services at, for example, 2.3% of the

12

Required for banks by paragraph 3.2 of NBU Resolution 168.
Paragraph 3.6 of NBU Resolution 168 prohibits banks from charging fees which the consumer must pay to a bank for
operations the bank makes for own purposes (keeping a file, agreement, accounting debt owed by the consumer, etc.),
or for operations the consumer makes for the bank’s benefit (accepting payments from consumers, etc.), or for
operations made by a bank or consumer to establish, change or terminate a legal relationship (concluding or amending a
loan agreement, receiving a consumer’s notice withdrawing his consent to a loan agreement, etc.); Legal Reasoning of
the Supreme Court of Ukraine in the case No 6-1746цс16 (judgment dated November 16, 2016).
13
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disbursed loan amount per month seems high. Moreover, most banks charging a monthly fee do
not include any description of services covered by this fee at all.
Example 2. One of the agreements contains a very “unconventional” (from a legal standpoint) provision,
as follows:
The borrower agrees to pay loan interest to the lender. Types of interest: 1) initial interest: calculated on
the basis of the loan amount and deducted from it immediately on disbursement of the loan; 2) monthly
interest: calculated on the basis of the loan amount and charged monthly; 3) annual interest: calculated on
the basis of the total amount owed by the borrower under the loan agreement and set in the amount
corresponding to the period of time equal to one year but charged monthly depending on the number of
days in a calendar year.
In fact, by calling the loan disbursement fee an “initial interest” and the monthly loan servicing fee a
“monthly interest”, the lender decided to try to “bypass” the aforementioned legal rules. This is a violation
of law, including because it deceives the consumer (in particular, it concerns the payment of “initial
interest” simultaneously with the disbursement of the loan and charging “monthly interest” based on the
amount of disbursed loan, not on the outstanding loan amount as of the interest accrual date).
Example 3. Another agreement stipulates some sort of a loan usage fee called “interest” and payable at
the time the loan is disbursed:
The borrower agrees to pay loan usage fee in the amount of UAH ________________ ( _____________ )
(hereinafter referred to as interest), calculated on the basis of the daily rate of _______________%
applicable to the loan amount (547.5% per annum), simultaneously with the disbursement of the loan
amount.

3) The lender’s right to change unilaterally a fixed interest rate and/or amount of other
payments under agreement
A provision stipulating that the lender may change a fixed interest rate at the lender’s discretion
may be interpreted as contradicting Article 1056-1 of the CCU and Article 6 of the Financial
Services Law, which provides that a fixed interest rate shall remain constant for the entire duration
of a loan agreement. It also prohibits financial institutions from unilaterally increasing interest rates
or other payments under the agreement. 21% of the draft agreements contain provisions allowing
the lender to change unilaterally a fixed interest rate, in violation of this restriction.
For instance, one of the draft agreements permits the lender to change the interest rate if the
lender experiences anything that may impact the cost of the credit resources for it (a change in the
NBU’s discount rate or a change in the provisioning ratio or a change in the average lending rates
available on the market, etc.).
Another financial institution stipulates in its agreement that the interest amount due may change
depending on currency exchange rate fluctuations. For example, “if the Ukrainian hryvnia-to-US
dollar exchange rate (of the NBU) effective on the date of accrual of the amount due for use of the
loan depreciates, the amount due shall be calculated using the formula [provided in paragraph 9 of
specification]”.
4) The lender’s right to demand early repayment of a loan, if the borrower declines the
offer to increase interest rate or amount of other payments
Article 6 of the Financial Services Law prohibits financial institutions from demanding early
repayment of the outstanding loan amount and unilaterally terminating the loan agreement, if the
borrower declines the financial institution’s offer to increase the interest rate or the amount of
another payment under the agreement. In violation of this restriction, 17% of the analyzed draft
agreements stipulate the lender’s right to demand full repayment of the loan, if the borrower
disagrees, within a certain timeframe, with the lender’s offer to change interest rate.
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Example 4. In the event of change of Ukrainian laws that govern lending, the NBU’s discount rate or other
economic conditions affecting the price of credit resources, the Bank may initiate a change of loan interest
rate by notifying the Borrower in writing about it via registered mail. The Borrower shall visit the Bank to
sign an Additional Agreement within 14 days after the date of the Bank’s notice dispatch. If the Borrower
declines the Bank’s offer to change interest rate and/or fails to visit the Bank, the Borrower shall, within 30
days after the date of the Bank’s notice dispatch, fully repay the loan amount and pay loan interest and
fees due as of the loan repayment date.

In addition, 38% of draft agreements state that the lender may unilaterally change the schedule of
certain fees payable under agreement; and, if the borrower disagrees with the proposed changes
to the fee schedule, the borrower may only terminate the agreement with simultaneous fulfilment of
debt obligations.
5) Violation of the borrower’s right to repay a loan early
Article 11 (8) of the Consumer Protection Law
prohibits lenders from declining to accept a The right to repay loan early not only allows
consumer’s payment related to early repayment consumers greater freedom in managing
of a loan and, consequently, prohibits them from their finances, but is also an important
setting additional conditions for early repayment. component of a competitive credit market,
However, 54% of the draft agreements set allowing consumers to switch contracts if a
conditions of some kind for early loan repayment better credit offer becomes available
initiated by the borrower. Thus, certain lenders elsewhere.
stipulate that the borrower may repay the loan REPORT FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE
early solely on the dates stated in the payment EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL on
implementation of Directive 2008/48/EC on credit
schedule as loan payment dates. Other lenders the
agreements for consumers
stipulate that the borrower may repay the loan
early at any time, but the payment will not be
credited until the next loan payment date. This is effectively the same as prohibiting the borrower
from repaying the loan on other dates. Certain lenders also set the minimum amount that may be
repaid early.
6) The lender’s demand to repay the loan early
Article 11 (10) of the Consumer Protection Law states that if the lender becomes entitled, as a
result of the borrower’s breach of agreement, to demand repayment of the loan which is not yet
due, the lender may exercise this right only in the case of, in particular, material breach of the
agreement. Yet, 54% of the draft agreements entitle the lender to demand early repayment of the
entire loan amount in the event of any (not only material) breach of agreement or the occurrence of
any circumstance preventing the borrower from performing the agreement. Further, these
agreements entitle the lender to demand early repayment in the event of breach of not only the
consumer loan agreement but any loan security agreements (surety, pledge, mortgage, etc.) and,
in some cases, any other agreements between the lender and borrower and/or surety provider
and/or pledgor. Consequently, these agreements substantially broaden the lender’s right to
demand early repayment of loan vis-à-vis the right provided by Law.
In addition, Article 11 (10) of the Consumer Protection Law states that if the lender demands
repayment of a consumer loan under agreement terms, the borrower has 3014 days after receiving
the lender’s demand to repay the loan. 17% of the draft agreements stipulate a shorter term for
compliance with the lender’s demand. For example, if a certain bank does not receive a borrower’s
notice of deteriorating financial standing and/or if the borrower does not fulfil the agreement’s
requirements, the bank gives the borrower only 5 days for early repayment of the full loan amount
after receiving the bank’s written demand.

14

60 days for consumer loans secured by mortgage and consumer home loans.
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ІІ. Unfair Contract Terms

Imposing additional services

54%

change any provisions of agreement

The lender’s right to
unilaterally

58%

change certain essential provisions

21%

change the order of settling debt obligations

38%

terminate agreement at own discretion

21%

In Poland, the clauses which have been found abusive by a final decision of the Court of
Competition and Consumer Protection are entered into the Register of Prohibited Clauses available
on-line and cannot be further used in relations with consumers. The application of such clauses may
result in a fine of up to 10% of the trader’s revenue.

1) Lenders imposing additional services upon borrowers
According to Article 11 (5) (2) of the Consumer Protection Law, a provision obliging the borrower to
sign, at the time of signing a loan agreement, another agreement with the lender or a lenderdesignated third party constitutes an unfair contract term. As our study proves, while signing
consumer loan agreements, lenders actively suggest the inclusion of a number of additional
services to the agreement. Thus, 54% of draft agreements contain provisions obliging the borrower
to sign additional agreements with the bank itself or with third parties, for instance, additional loan
agreements (a credit card in addition to a loan to refinance debt at another bank, etc.), borrower’s
life or health insurance agreements, etc. Moreover, in some cases the borrower is offered a
comprehensive agreement (loan and insurance agreement), which already specifies the insurance
company. In a number of other cases, the lender proposes an agreement for both the consumer
loan and the loan for the purchase of an insurance policy.
2) The lender’s right to amend unilaterally the agreement or to terminate agreement
with the borrower at own discretion
Entitling the lender to unilaterally amend the agreement or to terminate the agreement at its
discretion, if the borrower is not entitled to the same right, is an unfair contract term under Article
18 (3) (6) and (11) of the Consumer Protection Law. Most of the draft agreements contain certain
provisions of this kind, in particular:
- 58% of agreements contain references to financing terms, rules or fees as an integral part of the
agreement, and entitle the lender to unilaterally change them;
- 21% of agreements entitle the bank to unilaterally change, for any reason, such provisions of the
agreement as credit limit and/or validity period of a line of credit, etc.;
- 38% of analyzed draft agreements entitle the lender to change the order of settling debt
obligations stipulated in the agreement;
- 21% of draft agreements entitle the lender to terminate agreement at own discretion.
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ІІІ. Provisions of Agreements Leading to Heightened Risks for the Borrower
Provisions that may result in the borrower's
unawareness

46%

Complicating the order of settling claims

Dispute hearing by
arbitration courts

38%

any disputes

13%

except disputes excluded from the arbitration
court’s competence by law

13%

The lender’s right to disclose banking secrets
and personal data

Unclear loan
disbursement date

58%

the agreement execution date is deemed to
be the loan disbursement date

17%

date of loan debiting from the lender’s account
is deemed the agreement execution date

17%

1) Provisions that may result in the borrower’s unawareness
46% of the draft agreements contain provisions allowing lenders to provide notices to borrowers in
a manner that poses substantial risk to the borrower. In particular, certain analyzed agreements
entitle the lender to communicate notices by posting them in the lender’s branches and/or on the
lender’s website. In addition, certain agreements stipulate that confirmation of the notice’s dispatch
is a sufficient proof of the fact that the lender duly notified the borrower, regardless of whether or
not the notice was actually received.
2) Complicating the order of settling lender’s claims
38% of agreements stipulate an order of settling lender’s claims other than that provided by the
CCU (in particular, funds are often credited first toward payment of default interest). At the same
time, as a rule, the lender is also entitled to change unilaterally the order of settling loan debt.
These provisions may significantly complicate repayment of the principal loan amount by the
borrower in the event of breach of payment discipline.
3) Dispute hearing by arbitration courts
The Law of Ukraine No 2983-VI of February 3, 2011 excludes disputes concerning protection of
consumer rights (including consumers of services provided by financial institutions) from the scope
of competence of arbitration courts. At the same time, recent years witnessed contradictory judicial
rulings in which lenders’ lawsuits against consumers were and were not excluded from the
jurisdiction of arbitration courts15. Bearing in mind this contradictory judicial practice, some lenders
continue to include arbitration clauses to their agreements. In particular, 13% of analyzed draft
agreements stipulate hearing of any disputes by an arbitration court. Further 13% of agreements
stipulate hearing by arbitration courts of any disputes except disputes expressly excluded from the
scope of their competence by law. Accordingly, there is a risk that a dispute between the lender
and the borrower would not be considered fairly and objectively by the arbitration court created, in
fact, by the lender itself (so called “puppet court”).
4) The lender’s right to disclose banking secrets and personal data
58% of analyzed draft agreements contain provisions allowing lenders to disclose information
about the borrower classified under banking secrecy laws, or considered to be the borrower’s
15

See, in particular, paragraph 3 of the Resolution 5 of the Plenum of the Higher Specialized Court for Civil and Criminal
Matters of March 30, 2012 on the practice of applying legislation by courts when hearing disputes arising from financing
relationships; and the Legal Reasoning of the Supreme Court of Ukraine in the case No 6-856цс15 (judgment dated
September 2, 2015).
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personal data, in a broad or de-facto unlimited number of cases. In particular, the clause entitling
the bank to disclose information classified under banking secrecy laws, if this disclosure is
necessary to protect the bank’s rights and interests, is quite widely used in agreements.
5) Unclear loan disbursement date
For the borrower, it is important that the agreement clearly define the start date of the loan
disbursement. 17% of analyzed draft agreements stipulate that the agreement execution date is
deemed to be the loan disbursement date, regardless of whether the funds have been actually
transferred to the borrower’s account or given to him/her in cash on that day (i.e., the borrower
might have to pay interest for the day when he did not have the funds in his possession).
An additional 17% of agreements state that the date of debiting the loan amount from the lender’s
account is deemed to be the agreement execution date. This may create risks for the borrower,
because the lender himself issues an instruction to debit funds from his account, and this debiting
may not be agreed to by the borrower.
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6
Dispute Resolutions Channels: Consumer Awareness, Experience,
and Expectations
A dialogue between a financial institution and a consumer may sometimes turn into a “dispute”: a
consumer might be dissatisfied with the quality of a financial service or have other complaints
against a financial institution. In that case, a consumer must be able to lodge a complaint against a
financial institution, and for that purpose, he must know what official or authority he may complain
to. Therefore, the last part of our research focuses on ascertaining the level of consumer
awareness of places where they could lodge a complaint regarding financial services, their actual
experience in resolving disputes, and their expectations concerning possible dispute resolution
procedures. In addition, mystery shoppers who participated in the study of interaction between
financial institutions and consumer loan applicants tried to find out to what extent the consultants of
financial institutions themselves were aware of the complaint lodging procedure.
6.1

Financial Institution Consultants’ Awareness of Dispute Resolution Channels

During the visits of mystery shoppers to branches of financial institutions, almost 80% of
consultants told consumers about the places where they could lodge a complaint concerning
financial services, but only 19% of consultants mentioned it without the customer having to ask
about it.
The advisers mainly recommended dispute channels directly related to the financial institution:
1) calling the hotline or directly a particular representative; 2) visiting the branch; and/or 3) leaving
complaint on the website. 7% of consultants also mentioned the option of taking a complaint to the
NBU.
In 20% of cases, when responding to a direct question from the customer as to where he could
lodge a complaint against the financial institution, the representative said that he did not have this
information. Most often, these were representatives of pawnshops (46% of them gave this answer).
Thus, consultants of financial institutions either do not have sufficient information regarding
consumer complaint procedures or are withholding this information from consumers.
Diagram 6.1.1 How respondents answered the question: “What channels of lodging complaints did the
consultant tell you about?” (% of all mystery shopping visits, N=147, two channels were named in 7 cases)
Address the financial institution (call, come to an outlet, leave a
complaint on a web-site)
Address the NBU

65%
7%

There are no complants

5%

Other

6%

The consultant did not know how to respond
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20%

6.2
Survey Results of Ukrainian Population’s Awareness of Dispute Resolution
Channels
The
awareness
of
adult
Ukrainians16 of institutions with
which they could lodge a
complaint in the event of a conflict
with a financial institution is very
low: 45% of respondents said that
they did not know at all where to
go in situations like these.

In 2016, fair lending supervisory and public enforcement
actions of the US Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
resulted in approximately $46 million in remediation to
harmed consumers.
Fair Lending Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, April
2017

Diagram 6.2.1 How respondents answered the question: “Whom do you think a customer of a financial
institution may contact with a complaint in the event of a conflict?” (% of all respondents – average indicator
for all analyzed situations, N=1,039, two or more channels were named in 114 cases)
Address the financial institution (call, come to an outlet, leave a
complaint on a web-site)

33%

Address the court

10%

Address the law enforcement authorities

10%

Address the Deposit Guarantee Fund

4%

Address the State Consumer Service

3%

Address the regulators (NBU/FSR)

3%

Other

2%

Do not know

45%

The lowest levels of awareness17 were among:
 students and pensioners;
 rural population;
 persons without higher education;
 persons not using services of financial institutions at all.
Of those who were able to answer this question, the greatest percentage of consumers (almost
33% of all respondents) knew that in the event of a conflict with a financial institution, they could
take their complaint directly to that institution’s personnel or management. This channel was
mentioned frequently with regard to the following problems:
 Insufficient funds to make a loan payment;
 Application of additional charges or loan fees not mentioned in the loan agreement or not
communicated to the customer at the time of borrowing of the loan;
 The lender unilaterally changed loan terms, which resulted in the increase of the amounts
of payments under the loan;
 The loan was repaid in full, yet the lender claims that the borrower still has outstanding
debt;
 The lender does not allow the loan to be repaid early.

16

The conclusions drawn in this section were made for the following audience: Ukrainian population aged 16 and older
(including urban and rural areas; excluding Crimea and the territories temporarily uncontrolled by the government).
17
Among these persons, the percentage of those who did not know, which institutions one could take a complaint to in
the event of a conflict with a financial institution, exceeds 50.0%.
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10% of respondents named such channels as the courts and law enforcement authorities, mostly
in the following cases:
 When the borrower receives threatening phone calls from debt collectors;
 If funds disappear from the bank account;
 When the person becomes a victim of a “financial pyramid”.
The option of going to the Deposit Guarantee Fund was mentioned by 4% of respondents, mainly
in terms of a financial institution becoming insolvent.
6.3

Analysis of Complaints Submission Experience of Financial Consumers

11% of respondents had personal
experience of a conflict with a
financial institution, or had heard
about such an experience from
their relatives or friends. Most
Study on the functioning of the consumer credit market in Europe, July
often, conflicts concerned the
2013
application of additional charges
or loan fees not stipulated in the
loan agreement, or cases when the loan was repaid in full but the lender claimed that the borrower
still had outstanding debt.
On average in the EU, slightly less than one-in-ten (9%)
borrowers experienced problems or issues with credit or a
creditor in the last five years, but only one third of the
consumers who faced problems said that they complained.

Of the consumers involved in a conflict, the majority of them took their complaints to the financial
institution itself, followed by the courts, law enforcement authorities or the NBU / FSR.
Thus, in 56% of cases, consumers lodged a complaint with the financial institution itself (in
particular, taking it personally to a representative / management or lodging via the call center). In
addition, respondents quite often mentioned lawsuits (11% of cases) or complaining to law
enforcement authorities (10% of cases), especially when becoming a victim of a “financial pyramid”
or when funds disappeared from the bank account. Consumers also mentioned complaining to the
NBU / FSR (5% of cases), but only in the cases of complaints concerning the inability to repay the
loan or withdraw funds from a deposit account due to financial institution’s insolvency.
At the same time, 23% of consumers involved in a conflict decided not to complain to anyone.
Diagram 6.3.1 How respondents answered the question: “Whom did you or your relatives/friends contact in
the event of a conflict?” (% of all respondents answering positively to the question whether they had personal
experience of a conflict with a financial institution or heard about this experience from their relatives or
friends, N=117, two or more channels were named in 16 cases)
Addressed the financial institution (called, came to an outlet, left a
complaint on a web-site)

56%

Addressed the law enforcement authorities

11%

Addressed the court

10%

Addressed the regulators (NBU/FSR)
Addressed the Deposit Guarantee Fund
Addressed the State Consumer Service

5%
4%
1%

Other

5%

Did not address any institution/authority

23%

More than half of respondents who had experience with lodging a complaint were not completely
satisfied with the procedure of settling their dispute. The lowest degree of satisfaction was noted
for the following situations:
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Settlement of complaints from persons who became victims of a “financial pyramid”;
Impossibility to withdraw a deposit due to financial institution’s insolvency;
Impossibility to withdraw funds from a deposit account early;
The lender changing loan terms without the borrower’s consent;
Application of additional charges or loan fees not mentioned in the loan agreement or not
communicated to the customer at the time of borrowing of the loan.

The following differences were noted for various social and age groups:
 Middle-aged people (aged 30-39) living in large cities, having higher education and
assessing the level of their wellbeing as above-the-average, are involved in conflicts with
financial institutions relatively more often than others. However, this audience complains
about the conflicts less often than others.
 As a rule, women are more active at complaining. Women usually select the channels
where they can personally explain their problem, and they are left less satisfied with the
settlement of their complaints than men.
6.4

Consumer Expectations Regarding Dispute Resolution Procedures

European Commission research shows that, in every
country in the European Union, both consumers and
sellers/suppliers find it easier to resolve disputes through
ombudsmen and other ADRs than through the courts.
The World Bank, Disputes between consumers and financial
businesses: Financial ombudsman fundamentals, 2012

Public expectations as to whom
they could complain to about
their experience in dealing with
financial institutions show that
consumers do not believe in the
impartiality or objectivity of
conflict resolution procedures:
78% of respondents on average
do not want to take their
complaints anywhere.

Overall, the data suggests that most consumers who lodged complaints are dissatisfied with the
prospect of relying on the financial institution itself to produce a fair result. Otherwise, they would
have mentioned this channel more frequently as a preferred source to review complaints.
Diagram 6.4.1 How respondents answered the question: “Whom would you want to have the opportunity to
complain to in the event of a conflict?” (% of all respondents – average indicator for all analyzed situations,
N=1,039, two or more channels were named in 52 cases)
Address the financial institution (call, come to an outlet, leave a
complaint on a web-site)

10%

Address the court

5%

Address the law enforcement authorities

4%

Address the Deposit Guarantee Fund

3%

Address the State Consumer Service

2%

Address the regulators (NBU/FSR)

2%

Other

1%

Do not want to address any institution/authority

78%
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One figure that has remained stable is the strong level of adherence to our recommendations:
more than 95% of recommendations in favour of the investor are followed by both parties, despite
our job being merely to propose an amicable solution rather than impose a binding one.
AMF Ombudsman’s Report 2016, France

During 2016, about 34.43% of complaints were against banks; 56.73% against insurance
companies.
Financial System Mediator’s Annual Report 2016, Armenia

The Financial Consumer Agency of Canada (FCAC) is an independent body working to protect and
inform consumers of financial products and services. One of its functions is to supervise market
conduct of external complaints bodies (ECBs). ECBs are independent organizations handling
consumer complaints related to products and services offered by their members (every bank or
federal credit union must be a member of an ECB).
FCAC Supervision Framework, April 2017

Consumers have few options for resolving conflicts with financial institutions, beyond complaining
to the financial institution itself or going to court/law enforcement authorities. Consumers believe
that these channels are not very effective. Alternative (out-of-court) methods of resolving disputes
are presently nonexistent in Ukraine, and therefore, the implementation of these methods to
facilitate fast and efficient resolution of disputes between consumers and financial institutions is a
pressing matter.
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Appendix 1. Survey Methodology
The consumer lending survey was (and will be) conducted by GfK Ukraine. It consists of three waves:
18
1. Wave 1 (baseline): was completed in the period of June 1 – June 20, 2017 (other than the desk
research of agreements that was completed by July 19, 2017). Its objective was to gather primary
data and understand current consumer lending practices in Ukraine.
2. Wave 2 (interim): will be conducted about 6 months after the effective date of the Law on Consumer
Lending (December 2017). Its objective is to compare and contrast changes in the consumer lending
market after the Law took effect (the results of this wave will be compared to the results of the
previous wave).
3. Wave 3 (final): will be conducted 1 year after the effective date of the Law on Consumer Lending for
a final analysis of the effectiveness of the implementation of changes in the Ukrainian consumer
lending market in accordance with the Law (the results of this wave will be compared to the results of
the previous two waves).
Each wave of the survey consists of the following parts:
1. Desk research on advertising: gathering data from current advertisements of consumer loans.
2. Mystery Shopping (Mystery Shopping visits): visiting bank and NBFI branches to experience and
understand lending practices and procedures first hand, and analyzing their conformity with legal
requirements.
3. Desk research on agreements: analyzing the content and compliance of draft agreements
obtained by mystery shoppers during their visits to bank and NBFI branches with the current
legislation.
4. Quantitative opinion poll: polling a representative sample of Ukraine’s adult population to find out
whether they know to whom they can complain about financial services.
 Methodology of the first part of the survey: desk research on advertising
Objective: to gather current loan advertisements that were distributed over the last month and analyze their
content.
Loan advertisements reviewed were for the following products:
 Mortgage;
 Car loan;
 Credit card;
 Loan for buying goods;
 Other consumer loans (loans in cash or as wire transfers to a bank card for any purposes, payday
loans, etc.).
Sources reviewed for advertising materials included: TV, the press, outdoor advertisements (including in the
public transport and at stops), advertisements on the Internet (including on specialized financial websites,
Youtube, financial institutions’ websites), leaflets and booklets, promotional materials in branches of financial
institutions, at appliance or electronic stores, car dealerships.
19
The cities where advertising materials were gathered were Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa, Kharkiv, Dnipro,
Zaporizhzhya.
The timeframe for this part of Wave 1 survey: June 1 – June 19, 2017.
 Methodology of the second part of the survey: Mystery Shopping (Mystery Shopping visits)
Objective: to experience and understand the process and procedure for obtaining a loan.
Approach to this part of the survey: specially trained employees of GfK Ukraine visited branches of financial
institutions, posing as individuals interested in applying for a consumer loan, with a focus on the following
issues:
 What information about lending products financial institutions disclose at the consultation stage
(before signing an agreement);
 What loan-related documents they provide to a borrower at the consultation stage and whether they
allow the borrower to review a draft agreement;
 Whether they assess the borrower’s creditworthiness;
18

This report contains results of Wave 1.
In the aforementioned cities, outdoor advertisements, the press and promotional materials were gatherered in
branches of financial institutions. Gathering locations were selected in these cities in such a way as to cover 2-3 streets
downtown and 1-2 streets in the suburbs. All other advertisements were gathered across Ukraine, without any links to
geographical locations.
19
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Whether they offer alternative lending products to the borrower and whether they recommend the
optimal product to the borrower that suits the best to the borrower’s situation;
 Whether they inform the borrower about the possibility and conditions of the early repayment of a
loan;
 Whether they inform the borrower about the possibility to withdraw from a loan agreement after the
agreement is signed;
 Whether they inform the borrower about possible dispute resolution methods.
Cover stories for Mystery Shopping at financial institutions included: taking out a consumer loan for repairs /
20
mortgage / car loan / payday loan / loan secured by a cell phone .
Mystery shoppers visited bank and NBFI branches.
Financial institution selection criteria for Mystery Shopping visits:
1. Banks:
- Banks with different amounts of total assets;
- Banks with different origin of their capital (state-owned Ukrainian / private Ukrainian / foreign
banks);
- Banks that offer different types of lending products, namely: consumer loans for buying
goods, credit cards, mortgage, car loans;
- Banks with experience in advertising their lending products over recent months and those
that did not advertise their lending products.
2. NBFIs – the following types of institutions were visited:
- Pawnshops (selected: those that belong to large networks);
- Credit unions;
- Other financial institutions (selected: well-known companies that were active in advertising
their services to the public in the recent months).
The Mystery Shopping Visits Structure:
Cities, where branches were visited
Number of visits in one city
Total number of visits in Wave 1
Number of financial institutions
visited in one city
Products for which consultations
21
were given

Banks
NBFIs
Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa, Kharkiv, Dnipro, Zaporizhzhya
12-19
6-10
96
51
8-10 (2-3 pawnshops, 1 credit union,
11
5-7 financial companies)
Pawnshops – a loan secured by a
Consumer loan for repairs,
cell phone; credit unions – loans for
mortgage, car loan
repairs; other financial institutions –
payday loans

Timeframe for this part of Wave 1 survey: June 1 – June 19, 2017.
 Methodology of the third part of the survey: Desk research on agreements
Objective: to review draft agreements obtained by mystery shoppers during their visits to bank and NBFI
branches for compliance with the current legislation.
Timeframe for this part of Wave 1 survey: June 19 – July 19, 2017.
 Methodology of the fourth part of the survey: Quantitative opinion poll
Objective: to find out whether people know to whom they can complain about financial services and what is
their actual experience related to their complaints resolution.
Audience polled: Ukraine’s population aged 16 and older (including villages and cities; without Crimea and
territories, where executive authorities temporarily do not exercise their powers).
Sample representativeness: by gender, age, size of town and region of residence of those polled in
accordance with the data of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine.
Sample size: 1,039 interviews.
22
Polling method : personal interviews at respondents’ homes on the sampling itinerary.
Timeframe for this part of Wave 1 survey: June 6 – June 20, 2017.
Maximum margin of error: in this part of survey for the entire sample polled: up to 3.1% (with a 90%
probability).

20

A cover story related to taking out a loan secured by a cell phone was used only during visits to pawnshops.
There was a separate visit for each product.
22
Polling was based on Omnibus research by GfK Ukraine.
21
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Appendix 2. List of Indicators that were Assessed
Based on Advertising Materials Gathered in the Process of Desk Research
In analyzing advertising materials, every advertisement was reviewed for the availability of the following
information:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Financial institution’s license for providing financial services.
23

Name and type of a financial institution .
Type of a loan advertised.
Any data and numbers regarding any costs related to a loan. If so:
4.1. Availability of information about the maximum amount of a loan;
4.2. Availability of information about its annual interest rate;
4.3. Availability of information about the maximum term for which a loan can be provided.

5. Availability of information about the form of a loan.
6. Is it a loan for buying goods (services) with a deferred payment or payment by installments? If so:
6.1. Availability of information about the amount of a down payment.

7. Availability of information that a loan could be provided without any documents: passport, tax
identification number.

8. Does the advertisement specify that a loan is interest free, provided under “0%”, is free, etc.?
9. Is all information written in the same font size and in the main text of the advertisement?
10. A subjective assessment of whether information in the advertisement is clear (on a scale from 1 to
7, where 1 means “absolutely unclear” and 7 means “absolutely clear”).

Appendix 3. Mystery Shopping Questionnaire
Section А. Information Gathering for Making a Loan:
 What information did the consultant request from you after you told him/her that you would like to
take out a consumer loan?
 Did the consultant offer several options of getting a loan?
Section B. Product Presentation (disclosure of information about the loan):
 Did the consultant give you standardized information about lending terms?
 In what form did the consultant give you standardized information?
 Did the consultant inform you of types of interest rates (fixed/variable) and their calculation and
change procedure?
 In what form did the consultant provide information about the type of interest rates?)
 Did the consultant inform you of types of collateral for loans?
 In what form did the consultant give information about types of collateral for loans?
 Did the consultant tell you a real rather than a nominal interest rate?
 Did the consultant inform you that the bank offers interest-free loans?
 Did the consultant inform you of the need to enter into agreements on additional and related services
of third parties (notary, insurance company, asset valuation company) that are required for obtaining
a loan?
 Did the consultant inform you about the loan repayment and interest payment procedure (schedule
of payments)?
 In what form did the consultant provide information about the loan repayment and interest payment
procedure?
 Did the consultant inform you about the manner of disbursing a loan (in physical cash, as a wire
transfer)?
 Did the consultant inform you of the maximum amount of a loan the bank can offer?
 Did the consultant inform you of the term for which the bank can grant you a loan? Did he mention a
term that would be the best option for you?
23

The following financial institutions were selected during the desk study of advertising materials for the purposes of the
further analysis in the report: banks, pawnshops, credit unions, financial companies.
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In what form did the consultant provide information about the maximum amount of a loan and the
term for which a loan can be granted
 Did the consultant tell you the amount of a monthly payment?
 In what form did the consultant provide information about the amount of a monthly payment?
 Did the consultant assess your creditworthiness (based on the term of the consumer loan selected,
loan amount and, if appropriate, your income and the purpose of the loan)?
 Did the consultant give you a draft agreement?
 Did the consultant tell you what documents you have to sign when entering into an agreement?
 Did the consultant tell you about the need to sign such documents as the statement that loan terms
described by the consultant are clear, personal data processing permission statement, anything
else?
 Did the consultant explain you possible reasons for rejection of your loan application (given your
financial condition and loan objective)?
 ONLY WHEN APPLYING FOR A CAR LOAN: Did the consultant offer you alternative services
based on your financial condition (e.g., a financial leasing service)?
 Did the consultant warn you of the consequences of a failure to make loan payments when they fall
due (fines)?
 Did the consultant inform you that you could withdraw from a loan agreement within a certain period
of time after signing the agreement?
 Did the consultant inform you of the conditions that might lead to a change in loan interest rates and
of the procedure for notifying a customer of such changes?
 Did the consultant inform you of the procedure for the partial or full early repayment of a loan
(including by increasing the amount of periodic payments)?
 In what form did the consultant provide information about the early loan repayment procedure?
 Did the consultant give a list of documents needed for loan origination?
 List documents needed for loan origination and those mentioned by the consultant
 In what form did the consultant provide information about the list of documents needed for loan
origination?
Section C. Negotiating Product Terms and Conditions:
 Please indicate what documents the consultant gave you after the consultation
 If the consultant refuses to give you a draft agreement, please inquire about the reason for such
refusal
 Did the consultant inform you about the time needed to consider your loan application (when the
decision on your loan will be made) / Can you receive a preliminary decision?
 Please indicate the time within which the bank will inform you of the decision on your application
Section D. Handling Complaints:
 Did the consultant inform you whom to contact to file a complaint?
Section E. Subjective Impression:
(This block of the questionnaire reflects the mystery shopper’s subjective impression of getting a loan in
a relevant financial institution)
 Subjective assessment of the personnel competency (on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means that
the consultant knows nothing about the product and 10 means that the consultant knows everything
about the product)
 Subjective assessment of the clarity of information given and explanation of terminology (on a scale
from 1 to 10, where 1 means “not clear at all”, and 10 means “very clear”)
 Subjective assessment of the relevance of the consultant’s advice to the identified needs of a
borrower (on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means “completely irrelevant” and 10 means “all pieces
of advice were relevant”)
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Appendix 4. Questionnaire for the Quantitative Poll of Ukraine’s Public
List of questions included in the questionnaire:
1. In your opinion, to whom would a financial institution’s customer complain in the following
situations?
2. Have you personally or your family members / acquaintances ever faced the following situations?
3. To whom did you or your family members / acquaintances turn to in each of these situations?
4. To what extent are you satisfied with the resolution of each of the following situations? For
assessment, use a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “absolutely unsatisfied” and 7 means
“completely satisfied”.
5. Whom would you like to be able to turn to in the following situations?
List of situations included in the questionnaire:
1. There is not enough money to repay a current loan;
2. There are new additional payments or commission fees related to the loan that were not provided
for in the agreement and not communicated to the customer when the loan was borrowed;
3. A lending institution has unilaterally changed loan terms, which resulted in higher commission fees
and/or interest rate;
4. A loan has been fully repaid but the lending institution’s records say that the customer has
overdue debt;
5. A lending institution prohibits the early repayment of the loan;
6. A collector firm calls the customer and threatens him/her;
7. The customer is sued for a failure to repay a loan;
8. The customer receives a call informing him/her that he/she is a loan guarantor, and this is not true;
9. A bank refuses to abide by the terms of the signed loan or deposit agreement;
10. It is impossible to withdraw early a deposit from a bank;
11. Money disappeared from the bank account (card / current / deposit account);
12. It is impossible of withdraw a deposit from a failed bank;
13. It is impossible to repay a loan to a failed financial institution;
14. Got involved in a Ponzi scheme.
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